Overview: A nail-flange style window that is properly Performance Class (PC) rated by AAMA to match an opening does not require a sill pan. Extra protection or in the event the PC rating for the window is not known, this flexible sill pan can be made on-site with a Self-Adhered Flashing (SAF).

**NOTES:**

- The water-resistant barrier(s) must be tucked under the SAF sill pan
- Follow the SMA Technical Bulletin “Flashing a Nail-Flange Style Window” for jambs and head
- The bead of sealant on the perimeter of the nailing flange should be omitted along the sill section of the nail flange
- An optional 1/8 inch spacer may be placed behind the sill flange to allow for enhanced drainage

*The SMA is an industry wide not-for-profit trade association dedicated to the promotion and education of the stucco industry. The SMA can provide no warranty, express or implied for information contained herein. This is an informational guide paper and not meant to limit other options or alternates. The local Building Department has final approval of allowed alternates. Graphic courtesy of the Northwest Wall & Ceiling Bureau*